CHAPTER 5: GAME PLAN: This, the SPACE SHEET and SEQUENCE SHEETS are all for the same
ship Hanjin Marseilles that worked on 01-26-2015.
This is the way the stow
person set the order for
the FWD gang to work
the bays (or Hatch).
Starting with hatch 6
OD (on deck) to DIS
(discharge) 10x20’ and
3x40’ Full, plus 9x20’
empty containers.
Under NOTES there are
specific instructions.
In the upper right are
the RADIO channels for
the whole ship. By each
gang is the D&D (deck
and dockmen) channel
and the FIELD CLERKS
channel. The QB
(quarter back) and CWC
(chief clerk) are on the
same channel 47.
In bold writing the QB
has written where the
two RTGs will be
waiting to start; 1@stk
402; 1@513 bay 36.
This corresponds to the
SPACE SHEET for
“loads” to stk 402 and
restows to 513-36.
Take note under this
bold writing where the
field clerk wrote the #’s
of the JOCKEY TRUCKS
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working his gang. Even though they should have the FWD placard in the window as do you,
they may switch trucks, especially after a meal period.
See under “NOTES” on the 6 BD line where he wrote the names of the other gang’s field clerks.
And lower under notes he wrote the RTG #’s and their operator’s names as he used them. This
is good to know as you will be switching RTGs with other clerks and you want to know RTG #’s
and operators in other stacks that are working this ship.
The Discharge and Load SEQUENCE SHEETS for each hatch are assembled in the order to be
worked as per the Game Plan.
Below are examples of SSA and CERES game plans:
As with Ports America,
both list the ship BAYS in
the order to be worked.
The Radio Channels for
each gang are written at
the page bottom.
The ship Company
foreman or QB (quarter
back) name and channel
should also be there.
The DOCKMAN name may
be there but this often
changes, so call him.
Note the Assembly Clerk
with CERES also wrote the
FIELD BAYS you are going
to or from on each hatch
line. For Discharge this
corresponds to the SPACE
SHEET and for Load Back
the locations on the LOAD
SEQUENCE SHEETS.
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